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Abstract—Land surface albedo determines the splitting of downwelling solar radiation into components
which are either reflected back to the atmosphere or absorbed by the surface. Land surface albedo is an
important variable for the climate community and therefore was defined by the Global Climate Observing
System (GCOS) as an Essential Climate Variable (ECV). Within the scope of the Satellite Application Facility
for Land Surface Analysis (LSA SAF) of EUMETSAT, a near-real time (NRT) daily albedo product was
developed in the last decade from observations provided by the SEVIRI instrument on board the
geostationary satellites of the Meteosat Second Generation (MSG) series. In this study we present a new
collection of albedo satellite products based on the same satellite data. The MSG Ten-day ALbedo (MTAL)
product incorporates MSG observations over 31 days with a frequency of NRT production of 10 days. The
MTAL collection is more dedicated to climate analysis studies compared to the daily albedo that was initially
designed for the weather prediction community. For this reason, a homogeneous reprocessing of MTAL was
done in 2018 to generate a Climate Data Record (CDR). The resulting product is called MTAL-R and has
been made available to the community in addition to the NRT version of the MTAL product which has been
available for several years. The retrieval algorithm behind the MTAL products comprises three distinct
modules: one for atmospheric correction, one for daily inversion of a semi-empirical model of the
bidirectional reflectance distribution function, and one for monthly composition that also determines surface
albedo values. In this study the MTAL-R CDR is compared to ground surface measurements and concomitant
albedo products collected by sensors on-board polar-orbiting satellites (SPOT-VGT and MODIS). We show
that MTAL-R meets the quality requirements if MODIS or SPOT-VGT are considered as reference. This
work leads to 14 years of production of geostationary land surface albedo products with a guaranteed
continuity in the LSA SAF for the future years with the forthcoming third generation of European
geostationary satellites.
Index Terms—Surface albedo, remote sensing, geostationary satellites, climate data records, essential
climate variables, near real-time, operational processing, climate, land surface modeling.
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INTRODUCTION

The monitoring of the climate of our planet has become essential in the current context of climate change [1]. Proper
monitoring is impossible without long term and accurate observations of climate variables [2][3]. These long-term
observations are nowadays available thanks to the data collected during the past decades by the instruments on
board Earth observation satellites. These data time series allow the climate community to study and monitor the
underlying Earth’s surface and atmosphere for a long and climatologically relevant period of time. Along with
satellite observations, ground stations also contribute to the data collection effort, while they also participate in the
validation of the satellite-derived information.
Land surface albedo is an important variable for the climate community. Surface albedo was defined as an Essential
Climate Variable (ECV) by the Global Climate Observing System (GCOS), as it stands for the ratio of the radiation
reflected from the surface of the Earth to the total incoming radiation. Land surface albedo therefore determines how
much radiation is absorbed by the Earth’s land surface and, as a corollary, how much energy is reflected back to the
atmosphere. As surface albedo drives the Earth’s energy budget, it gains prominence in numerical weather prediction
models and general circulation models [4]. This surface variable is required to understand the phenomena that take
place in the lower layers of the atmosphere and to constrain the surface atmosphere coupled models. For example,
Crook and Forster [5] observed that the use of satellite observations of surface albedo had a significant impact on
the feedback of several ocean atmosphere coupled climate models. Gaining knowledge over the temporal and spatial
evolution of surface albedo is key for climate studies, as this ECV is both a forcing variable controlling the climate
as well as a sensitive indicator of environmental degradation. Finally, albedo values at different wavelengths contain
a wealth of information about the physical state of the surface that can be used for a variety of applications such as
vegetation monitoring and land cover classification.
Land surface albedo varies in space and time as a result of natural processes (e.g., changes in solar position,
snowfall, vegetation growth) and human activities (e.g., clearing and planting forests, sewing and harvesting crops,
burning range land) [6]. The recently observed greening of the vegetation in several regions of the world [7] may be
related to observable albedo trends. Also, the monitoring of surface albedo may be used to detect changes of land
cover that modify the quantity of energy reflected back to space. In this context spaceborne remote sensing
represents a unique tool of measuring and monitoring the global heterogeneity of this ECV at the global scale and in
a continuous manner. The observations acquired by sensors on board polar orbiting satellites and geostationary
spacecrafts are already helping the scientific community to follow those temporal and spatial evolutions. In
particular the highly frequent observations provided by geostationary satellites can be useful over boreal regions in
order to track the rapid melt of ice and snow [8]. Also, the study of albedo variations of the vegetation cover needs a
time step lower than one day to be able to detect shifts of a few days in the growing season [9].
In the last two decades land surface albedo products were derived from different spaceborne instruments including
AVHRR [10][11], POLDER [12], MODIS [13]), MVIRI [14], VEGETATION [15], and SEVIRI [16]. Most of these
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satellite products provide broadband albedo values that result from integrating the surface albedo from 0.3 µm to 4.0
µm. These wavelengths correspond to the solar spectral domain in which the major portion of the energy is found in
the visible range. The solar radiation that reaches the surface is previously subject to an attenuation coming from the
atmospheric constituents such as water vapor, ozone, and aerosols [17][18]. The accuracy of satellite-derived albedo
is dependent on the correction for these effects using atmospheric correction techniques. Other factors impacting the
quality of albedo estimates are the field of view of the satellite, calibration errors, the bidirectional reflectance
model used in the inversion process, and the spectral-to-broadband albedo conversion [19]. The quality of these
products is regularly assessed and their accuracy is estimated to be around 10% on average [25]. However, the
GCOS specified a set of global target requirements with an objective of accuracy of 5%. The reason behind this
figure is to provide products accurate enough to detect the change of a radiative forcing equivalent to 20% of the
expected total change in radiative forcing per decade due to greenhouse gases and other forcings, i.e. ~0.1W.m -2 per
decade [20].
The Satellite Application Facility on Land Surface Analysis (LSA SAF) is a EUMETSAT (European organization for
the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites) program [21] that aims to retrieve surface albedo from satellites
(http://lsa-saf.eumetsat.int/). The LSA SAF provides Near Real Time (NRT) reliable and up-to-date information on
how our planet and its climate are changing to help decision makers, businesses and citizens to define environmental
policies and decide mitigation actions [22]. The LSA SAF project is part of the SAF network, a set of specialized
development and processing centers, serving as EUMETSAT distributed Applications Ground Segment. The SAF
network complements the product-oriented activities at the EUMETSAT Central Facility in Darmstadt, Germany.
The main purpose of the LSA SAF is to take full advantage of remotely sensed data over land to measure biogeophysical variables, which target a wide range of applications, from meteorology and climate to hydrology and
agriculture or forest management. The project started in 1999 and entered its third Continuous Development and
Operational Phase in March 2017.
The LSA SAF has been especially designed to serve the needs of the NRT meteorological community, particularly
for Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP). Satellite observations of the surface of the Earth are today routinely
assimilated in weather prediction models with significant impacts on their representation of land surface processes
[23][24][25]. The LSA SAF also addresses other communities including users interested in climatological
applications who require long and homogeneous time series. The delivered satellite products exploit data acquired
from the instruments on board the Meteosat Second Generation (MSG) platform and the Meteorological-Operational
(Metop) satellites. The product portfolio of the LSA SAF comprises variables such as temperature, short-wave and
long-wave downwelling radiation and turbulent fluxes (including evapotranspiration), leaf area index and vegetation
cover fraction, and surface albedo. In addition to the NRT production of these biophysical variables, a first long term
reprocessed time series (called Climate Data Record, CDR) of several of these biophysical variables (including land
surface albedo) was made available to the community in 2018.
CDRs are gaining prominent importance in the field of climate science. They are defined to be continuous time
series of important climate variables that are relevant for determining the climate variability. CDRs are also found
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important in several environmental research applications involving agriculture, forestry, hydrology and energy. They
are further used to assess the risk management for envisaging mitigation procedures. In the context of climate
variability it is important for the scientific community to understand if the trends associated with time series of
geophysical variables are significant and also to assess their uncertainty [26]. This is possible only with the
observation and analysis of long term CDRs. Detailed explanation of the CDRs and their importance are found in
several studies [27][28]. For example, the CDRs data records of EUMETSAT are used in climate models for the
robust estimation of long term surface properties [29].
The objective of this article is to present the new satellite land surface albedo products based on monthly
accumulated MSG observations and developed in the LSA SAF project. Two collections exist: a NRT product
(named MTAL) and a reprocessing or CDR from 2004 (named MTAL-R). The two collections are generated with
the same retrieval algorithm but with slightly different input data. After presenting the retrieval method this article
focuses on the assessment of the surface albedo CDR that is aimed to the climate community. Section 2 of this
article recalls the physical definitions of surface albedo. Section 3 describes the scientific algorithm to retrieve
surface albedo and the characteristics of the ten daily basis product. Section 4 shows validation results for the
MTAL-R collection. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
2

METHODS

2.1 Definition of Surface Albedo
The spectral albedo at wavelength λ of a plane surface is defined as the ratio between the hemispherical integrals
of the upwelling (reflected) spectral radiance L↑ ( λ,θout ,φ out ) and the downwelling (incident) spectral radiance

L↓ ( λ,θin ,φin ) weighted by the cosine of the angle between the respective reference direction and the surface
normal:

∫ L↑( λ,θ out ,φout )cos θout d Ωout
a( λ ):=

2π

,

∫ L↓ ( λ,θin ,φin )cos θin d Ωin

(1)

2π

where d Ωout =sin θout dθ out dφout and d Ωin=sinθ in dθin dφ in . The symbols θout /in and φ out /in , respectively,
denote the zenith and azimuth angles of outgoing or incoming light paths. The expression in the denominator defines
the spectral irradiance E↓( λ ) . By introducing the bidirectional reflectance factor R , the upwelling radiance
distribution can be expressed in terms of the downwelling radiation as
↑

L ( λ,θout ,φ out )=

1
∫ R ( λ,θout ,φ out ,θin ,φin ) L↓ ( λ,θin ,φin )cos θin d Ωin ,
π 2π

(2)

and Equation (1) becomes

a( λ )=

1
R( λ,θ out ,φout ,θ in ,φin )L↓( λ,θin ,φin )cos θ in cos θout d Ωin d Ωout
∫
∫
π 2π 2π
↓

E (λ)

.

(3)

From the result it can be seen that in general the spectral albedo of non-Lambertian surfaces depends on the angular
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distribution of the incident radiation, which in turn depends on the concentration and properties of scattering agents
(e.g., aerosols) in the atmosphere and, in particular, on the presence of clouds. Spectral albedo is therefore not a true
surface property but a characteristic of the coupled surface-atmosphere system.
In the idealized case of purely direct illumination at incidence angles ( θdh , φ dh ), the downwelling radiance is
↓

−1

given by L ( λ,θin ,φin )=(sin θdh )

δ( θin −θ dh ,φin −φ dh )E 0 ( λ ) , which results in E↓( λ ) =E0 ( λ)cos θ dh and

1
↑
L ( λ,θout ,φ out ;θ dh ,φ dh )= R ( λ,θout ,φ out ,θdh ,φdh ) E0 ( λ )cos θ dh .
π

(4)

By inserting these expressions into Equations (1) or (3) the spectral directional-hemispherical (or “black-sky”)
dh

albedo a ( λ;θ dh ,φdh ) is obtained:

a dh( λ;θ dh ,φdh )=

1
∫ R ( λ,θout ,φout ,θdh ,φdh ) cos θout d Ωout .
π 2π

(5)

For completely diffuse illumination, however, the downwelling radiance L↓ ( λ,θ in ,φin )=L0 ( λ ) is constant and the
irradiance becomes E↓( λ ) =π L0 ( λ ) . By inserting these terms into Equation (3) and after making use of Equation
bh

(5) the spectral bi-hemispherical (or ”white-sky”) albedo a ( λ ) can be written as:
bh

a ( λ )=

1
∫ a dh ( λ;θin ,φ in ) cosθin d Ωin .
π 2π

(6)

These two last albedo definitions are true surface properties and correspond to the limiting cases of point source (

a dh( λ;θ dh ,φdh ) ) and completely diffuse illumination ( abh ( λ ) ). In the terminology of Nicodemus et al. [30] the
two quantities in Eqs. (5) and (6) are respectively referred to as the directional-hemispherical reflectance factor and
the bi-hemispherical reflectance factor. Pinty et al. [31] denote the latter with the acronym BHR iso.
For many applications the quantity of interest is not the spectral but rather the broadband albedo which is defined as
the ratio of upwelling to downwelling radiation fluxes F within a given wavelength interval [ λ1 , λ2 ]:
λ

a[ λ ,λ ] :=
1

2

F [ λ ,λ
1

2

]

2

]

=

↓

F [ λ ,λ
1

2

∫ ∫ L↑( λ,θout ,φout ) cos θout d Ω out dλ

↑

λ1 2 π
λ

.

2

(7)

∫ ∫ L↓ ( λ,θin ,φin ) cos θin d Ωin dλ
λ2 2π

In analogy to Equation (3) it can be expressed in terms of the bidirectional reflectance factor as
λ

2

1
∫ ∫ ∫ R( λ,θ out ,φout ,θ in ,φin ) L ( λ,θin ,φin )cos θin cos θ out d Ω in d Ω out dλ
π λ 2π 2π
↓

a( λ )=

1

↓

F [ λ ,λ
1

The directional-hemispherical broadband albedo

2

]

.

(8)
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λ

2

∫ adh ( λ;θ dh ,φ dh ) E↓ ( λ ) dλ
adh
[ λ ,λ ] (θ dh ,φ dh )=
1

λ1

2

λ

,

2

(9)

∫ E↓ ( λ ) dλ
λ1

and the bi-hemispherical broadband albedo
λ

2

∫ a bh ( λ) E↓( λ ) dλ
abh
[ λ ,λ ] =
1

2

λ1

λ

2

,

(10)

∫ E↓( λ) dλ
λ1

can be written as integrals of the respective spectral quantities weighted by the spectral irradiance. In contrast to the
spectral albedo quantities defined in Equations (5) and (6), the corresponding broadband albedo values are not pure
surface properties since the wavelength dependence of the spectral irradiance E( λ ) appearing as a weight factor in
Equations (9) and (10) may vary as a function of the atmospheric composition.
2.2 Algorithm for retrieval of surface albedo
Satellite observations provide radiance measurements at the top-of-atmosphere (TOA) level for a set of angular
configurations (defined by illumination and observation geometries). Surface albedo is however calculated from
reflectance measurements at the Top of Canopy (TOC) level. The conversion from TOA radiances to TOC
reflectances is done by an atmospheric correction stage (step1), which is accomplished with a radiative transferbased approach. TOC reflectances are used to derived the complete bidirectional reflectance distribution function
(BRDF) of the surface (step 2), which provides the TOC reflectance for any angular configuration. Surface albedo is
derived from the angular integration of the derived BRDF (step 3). Steps 1, 2 and 3 are detailed hereafter.
Information about the product distribution and their characteristics are also given.
2.2.1

Atmospheric Correction

The method used for the atmospheric correction done in MTAL was already used in the preprocessing of the
estimation of daily albedo from MSG [16]. In short, clear sky TOA observations are used in input of SMAC
(Simplified Method for the Atmospheric Correction) radiative transfer model [32]. SEVIRI instrument on board
MSG offers 96 observations per day of the MSG disk for different wavelengths in the visible and infrared domain.
For the retrieval of MTAL from MSG, three bands are used (at 0.6, 0.8, and 1.6µm). Atmospheric absorption and
scattering are computed from information about the atmospheric constituents by means of parameterizations that
depend on instrument characteristics [33]. Input data such as satellite radiances, viewing and illumination angles,
water vapor, ozone content, pressure, aerosol optical depth, land sea mask and cloud mask are used in the estimation
of TOC reflectances by SMAC. Atmospheric fields come from the numerical weather prediction model of the
European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), whose spatial (and temporal) resolution recently
increased from 1 degree to 1/4 degree (and from instantaneous interpolated 3-hour forecasts to instantaneous
interpolated 1-hour forecasts). The cloud mask used in SMAC comes from the SAF NoWCasting (NWC SAF,
http://nwp-saf.eumetsat.int) [34]. The difference between CDR and NRT albedo products is the different input data
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used for the atmospheric correction. For the CDR MTAL-R product, atmospheric reanalysis from ECMWC are used
instead of forecast fields. Other input data are the same as for the MSG daily albedo product as described in [16].
2.2.2

Modeling the Surface Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function

2.2.2.1

Theory of Linear Model Inversion on daily basis

The surface BRDF provides the reflectance value for any combination of illumination and viewing geometries. This
function, which describes the angular anisotropy of the surface reflectivity, can be estimated by fitting a BRDF
model to the available TOC reflectance values. This fit is usually performed by a mathematical inversion. In this
work a semi-empirical kernel-based model is used to describe the BRDF. This family of BRDF models consisting of
a linear combination of several kernel functions ( f ) is widely used by the remote sensing community, as it
facilitates the inversion of the BRDF [12][13][16][35]. The linear model of the TOC-reflectance factor R β in the
spectral channel β of the measuring instrument is expressed as follows:

R β (θ out ,θin ,φ )=k β f (θ out ,θin ,φ ) .
T

Here k β =(k 0 β ,k 1β ,k 2β ,. .. )

(11)
T

and f= (f 0 ,f 1 ,f 2 , .. . )

represent vectors formed by the model parameters k iβ and

the angular kernel functions f i , respectively. The variable φ denotes the relative azimuth angle between the
directions of incoming and outgoing light paths.
Observations provide a set of n surface reflectance estimates R jβ ( j= 1,⋯,n ) in different spectral channels β
given at irregularly spaced time points t j and varying discrete values of the view zenith θvj , solar zenith θ sj , and
azimuth angles φ j . The reflectance factor model is applied separately for each spectral band. The maximum value
of n is 96 with the MSG satellite and β refers to the channel and is between 1 and 3 (3 bands are used, see
previous section). In the following the index β is omitted to simplify the notation. Therefore the following system
of n linear equations is obtained:
m−1

R j (θvj ,θ sj ,φ j )= ∑ k i f i ( θ vj ,θ sj ,φ j ) ( j= 1,⋯,n ) , (12)
i= 0

constraining the m model parameters k i

T
( i= 0,⋯,m−1 ) . Introducing the vectors k=(k 0 ,k 1 , .. . ,k m−1 ) and

r=( R1 ,R 2 , . .. ,R n )T , and the ( n,m) -matrix F with the elements F ji =f i (θvj ,θ sj ,φ j ) , allows us to rewrite the
equation system in the following matrix form:

r= Fk . (13)
By using data from instruments on board geostationary platforms, we have in general a high number of available
cloud-free observations and an exact solution can be often found on a daily basis through the inversion of the
previous equation. However, the importance of the contribution of individual reflectance factor values R j in the
inversion process is quantified by means of weight factors w j , which are related to the inverse of the standard
uncertainty estimates σ [ R j ] . These uncertainties, or weighting of measurements, are defined in the same manner
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as in [16]. We introduce the scaled reflectance vector b with the elements b j =R j w j and the matrix A with the
elements A ji =F ji w j (cf. [36]). The linear least squares solution to the inversion problem in Equation (13) can
then be found by solving the equation

( A T A )k=A T b , (14)
for the parameter vector k . The uncertainty covariance matrix of the retrieved model parameters is given by

C k=( A T A ) . (15)
2

The diagonal elements C jj of this matrix represent the variance σ [ k j ] of the respective parameters k j . The
covariance between k i and k j is given by the off-diagonal elements Cij .
In the following the discussion is restricted to a model with three parameters of the form:

R( θout ,θin ,φ )=k 0 +k 1 f 1 (θ out ,θin ,φ )+k 2 f 2 (θout ,θ in ,φ) .(16)
While k 0 quantifies an isotropic contribution to the reflectance factor ( f 0=1 ) , the functions f 1 and f 2 ,
respectively, are often chosen to represent the angular distribution related to geometric and volumetric surface
scattering processes. The technical implementation for MTAL includes the model by Roujean et al. [37].
2.2.2.2

Temporal Composition on Monthly Composite Window

Persistent cloudiness in winter over high latitude leads to missing data for long periods of time. Also, residual cloud
and aerosol contamination can generate reflectance outliers. Consequently, satellite albedo products are usually
estimated over composite periods. The MTAL albedo product is a mean average over 31 days with a production
frequency of 10 days. On the other hand the MSG Daily Albedo is produced on a daily basis and uses a recursive
temporal composition scheme in order to reduce the sensitivity to the potential reflectance outliers [16].
For the MTAL algorithm the retrieval of the BRDF resulting from all the data collected over 31 days would not
assure a product timeliness of one hour, as it is imposed by the user community and EUMETSAT. The timeliness
stands for the maximum time between the last observation (fixed at midnight for surface albedo) and the distribution
of the albedo product. In order to circumvent this issue, daily inversions are made and the resulting daily BRDF
estimates are averaged over the 31-day period. The solution provided by this average is different to the BRDF that
would be obtained from the inversion of the whole 31-day data. The BRDF provided by the MTAL method is more
robust from a scientific point of view, as it captures the rapid variations of surface reflective properties during the
31-day period due to changes in soil wetness, soil roughness, canopy architecture, leaf structure and quantity, etc.
The monthly averaging of the daily BRDFs is done by considering daily kernel parameters and associated
uncertainties in the following way:

k̄ =C̄

[

∑

i=1 ,N

ki
Cik

]
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C̄=

∑

i=1,N

1
C ik

9

−1

)

(with N=31 days), (17)

where k̄ and C̄ are the resulting monthly kernel parameter and monthly covariance matrix, respectively. At each
i

execution of the algorithm on a daily basis, daily parameter estimate k and the corresponding uncertainty measure

Cik are combined over 31 days in order to extend over one month period (see Eqs.(14)(15)). Missing values are
used in case of persistent cloudiness (i.e., if no observations are available during more than 15 days - half of days
during the whole period).
2.2.3
2.2.3.1

Surface Albedo Determination
Spectral Albedo obtained by Angular Integration

Inserting the reflectance model (11) in the albedo definitions (5) and (6) gives the expressions
dh
dh
dh
a dh
β (θin )= k̄ β g (θin ) and a β ( θin )= k̄ β g (θin ) ,
dh

for the spectral albedo quantities, where g ( θin ) and g

(18)
bh

are vectors composed by the angular integrals of the

kernel functions f i . Standard uncertainty estimates for the albedo spectral quantities are derived from the
respective uncertainty covariance matrix C̄ of the model parameters (cf. [38]) and the appropriate kernel integrals

g:

σ [ a ]= √ gT C̄ g .
Bi-hemispherical albedo (BH) a

(19)
bh

and directional-hemispherical albedo (DH) a

dh

are calculated after integrating

the BRDF over the angular dimensions (Eqs. (5), (6)). DH albedo is calculated for the reference solar zenith angle
corresponding to the local solar noon.
2.2.3.2

Broadband Albedo obtained by Spectral Integration

Three broadband albedo values are defined for three spectral ranges (visible or VIS [0.4, 0.7µm], near-infrared or
NIR [0.7, 4.0µm], and total shortwave or SW [0.3, 4µm]). Broadband values are obtained after integration of
spectral (narrowband) values over the spectral interval weighted by the corresponding spectral irradiance (see Eqs.
(9) and (10)). These integrals can be approximated as a weighted sum of the spectral albedo values for the different
spectral channels β of the satellite instrument. The regression coefficients used to convert narrowband albedo to
their broadband counterparts are given by Geiger et al. in [16].
2.3
2.3.1

MTAL Product
Product Generation and Distribution

The processing chain comprises three distinct modules – one for the atmospheric correction (Section 2.2.1), one for
the daily BRDF model inversion (Section 2.2.2.1), and one for the monthly composition (Section 2.2.2.2) that also
determines albedo values (Section 2.2.3). These modules are implemented in the near real-time system of the LSA
SAF. The first module, atmospheric correction, is applied on each SEVIRI image that is available directly after
acquisition (at intervals of 15 minutes). The second module, the daily BRDF model inversion, collects the daily
output of the first module that are TOC-reflectance images and from which a daily BRDF is calculated at midnight
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(UTC). The third module collects the past 31 days output of the second module and calculate the monthly MTAL
albedo values. This third module is executed every 10 days, which is the production frequency.
Data distribution is done using the native geostationary grid of SEVIRI and the HDF5 format. The pixel size is at the
native resolution of the SEVIRI instrument (3km at the sub-satellite point, and approximately 5km in Central
Europe). One collection of the MTAL product is distributed in near real-time with a timeliness of 1 hour: product
reference LSA-102. A second collection of the MTAL product, called MTAL-R, was generated in 2018 by using
ECMWF reanalyzed atmospheric fields as input data instead of the regularly used forecast fields (see Section 2.2.1).
Also, the latest code implementation of the three modules detailed here above were used. This second version of the
MTAL outputs was defined as a CDR by EUMETSAT and was assigned with the product reference LSA-150.
MTAL (LSA-102) and MTAL-R (LSA-150) are disseminated via the portal EUMETCast and they can be
alternatively ordered on the project website http://landsaf.meteo.pt or downloaded by FTP.
2.3.2

Examples of MTAL Albedo Maps

Figure 1 shows an example of the MTAL-R (LSA-150) surface albedo products along with the associated quality
flags for the 25th of January 2004. For this date a large part of Central and Eastern Europe was covered by snow.
Figure 1 shows the associated quality flag with the presence of snow in gray color. The snow-covered regions
exhibit high values of albedo represented in green, yellow and red colors. It has to be observed that each albedo
variant is inclusive of their respective uncertainty estimates, which are included in the delivered product files (not
shown here as image).
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Figure 1: Broadband MTAL-R albedo for the 25 th of January 2004. Top left: total short-wave bihemispherical (SW-BH). Top right: near-infrared directional-hemispherical (NIR-DH). Bottom left:
visible directional-hemispherical (VIS-DH). Bottom right: Quality flag
3

VALIDATION DATA AND PROTOCOL

The strategy employed for validation of satellite-derived surface albedo usually relies on an inter-comparison
between similar satellite products in order to perform a comparison at the continental scale [25]. It must be taken
into account, however, that satellites have generally different overpass times and therefore sense the surface of the
planet under different atmospheric conditions. These differences may put in risk the fairness of the comparison.
Another common strategy is to perform a comparison against ground-based measurements. The limitation here is
that satellite and ground-based measurements may not be representative of the other because of their different
footprint sizes.
3.1

Product requirements

Details of the different MSG albedo products are described in Table 1.
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Table 1 - LSA SAF MSG-based MTAL surface albedo product characteristics
Product
Product Variable

key

Product
Name

Total shortwave
bi-hemispherical

Product ID
LSA-102

MTAL

SW-BH
LSA-150

Spatial

Composite

Frequency of

resolution

Period

production

SEVIRI
MSG disk

broadband albedo
[0.3 - 4.0µm]

Coverage

MTAL-R

native

31-days of data

resolution

10 days (5th, 15th and
25th of each month)

Performance criteria such as mean bias error (MBE), relative mean bias error, and root mean square error (RMSE)
have been considered and the obtained scores are compared against the accuracy requirements from Table 2. These
requirements were decided within the LSA SAF taking into account the user needs and are given for the total
shortwave bi-hemispherical broadband (SW-BH) albedo. Hence, this article only presents the results obtained from
the validation of the SW-BH albedo product. The target accuracy for bias errors are given in relative units for albedo
values larger than 0.15 and in absolute units for albedo values lower than 0.15.
Table 2 - LSA SAF MSG-based product requirements for MTAL SW-BH
Accuracy
Product Name
Threshold
MTAL
MTAL-R

10%

Target
AL>0.15: 10%
AL<0.15: 0.02

Optimal
5%

3.2 Validation protocol
The strategy followed to assess the quality of the MTAL-R product is based on two different approaches.
On the one hand, in Section 4.1 a set of ground albedo stations are considered from various networks including
Agoufou, Banizoumbou, Evora, Gobabeb, Niamey, Payerne and Toravere. The data collected by these European and
African stations are used to qualitative assess the MTAL-R product. For the sake of comparison, surface albedo data
derived from the SPOT-VGT satellite are also included. The strategy to calculate comparable albedo values for
MTAL-R and SPOT-VGT is discussed in Section 3.3.3.
On the other hand, the assessment of MTAL-R is extended spatially by using concomitant satellite albedo data from
SPOT-VGT and MODIS. Here temporal and spatial analyses are performed to detect abnormal differences:


First, Section 4.2 describes the temporal analysis that is done for a period of 10 years between 2004 and
2014. The analysis is performed over several ground reference sites from the AERONET network (
https://aeronet.gsfc.nasa.gov/). Here, a large number of stations (337) were selected to get statistics
representative of all the regions included in the MSG-disk (Europe, Africa and South America). MTAL-R is
compared to SPOT-VGT and statistics are drawn up by considering regions of 50km by 50km centered on
the AERONET stations. The strategy to estimate the mean albedo for each satellite product is given in
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Section 3.3.3.


Second, Section 4.3 reports the spatial analysis that is performed over the SEVIRI grid. Surface albedo data
(SW-BH) for the year 2012 is considered for this analysis. MTAL-R derived SW-BH albedo product is
compared to SPOT-VGT and MODIS albedo products after a data re-projection to the SEVIRI grid.

In view of the product requirements (see Table 2) statistics are shown and discussed considering two albedo
regimes: lower than 0.15 and greater than 0.15. For the sake of simplicity, we will refer throughout the text to
MTAL-R SW-BH product as MTAL-R.
3.3

Surface Albedo Data used for Comparison

3.3.1

Ground Observations

Seven ground stations from several networks are considered for the assessment of MTAL-R:


Agoufou, Niamey, Banizoumbou – AMMA (http://bd.amma-catch.org/amma-catch2/main.jsf)



Gobabeb, Evora – LSA SAF (https://landsaf.ipma.pt/en/)



Toravere, Payerne – BSRN (http://bsrn.awi.de/)

The mechanism to generate albedo data from ground measurements is as follows. Radiation data are acquired every
1 to 3 minutes. The incoming solar radiation is corrected for the solar zenith angle dependency. The downwelling
and upwelling measurements are then divided to estimate the surface albedo at high temporal frequency. Finally, all
the values obtained during a given date are averaged to produce a daily surface albedo value.
3.3.2

Satellite Products

Satellite albedo products are generally provided for the DH and BH definitions. Albedo values are integrated over
the three typical spectral domains, VIS, NIR and SW. As discussed earlier, the focus of this this article is on the SWBH albedo. Note that although MTAL-R and SPOT-VGT share the same SW spectral domain [0.3 to 4 µm], MODIS
products considers a slightly wider spectral interval [0.3 to 5 µm]. Nonetheless, the comparison with MODIS
products should still be significant as the solar energy between 4 and 5 microns is not significant compared to the
rest of the solar spectral domain.
3.3.2.1

SPOT-VGT surface albedo product

The Copernicus Global Land Service provides a land surface albedo product from SPOT-VGT satellite data. The
retrieval method that is used for the version 1 of this product was designed in the framework of the FP5/CYCLOPES
project [39]. This albedo product has a production period of around 10 days and a synthesis period of 30 days. The
dates associated to the frequency of production depends on the age of the last observation used during the composite
period. More details can be found in the product user manual for the surface albedo product from SPOT-VGT
(http://land.copernicus.eu/global/products/sa; GIOGL1_PUM_SAV1, issue I1.10 - last time consulted on 22 th May,
2018). The surface albedo products are delivered in 10 by 10 degrees tiles of around 1km x 1km resolution. The
SPOT-VGT surface albedo product for the period between January 2004 and May 2014 was available and
downloaded for this validation exercise. Only SW-BH surface albedo was considered for the validation procedure to
be in agreement with the MTAL-R product. We refer to this product as SPOT-VGT in the rest of the document.
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3.3.2.2

MODIS surface albedo product

MODIS land surface albedo data are widely used by the satellite and modeling community for evaluating other
satellite albedo data and for refining the models. MODIS surface albedo MCD43B3 product is provided at 1
kilometer of resolution and comes as a gridded product on a sinusoidal projection. The production period is of 8
days

and

the

synthesis

period

of

16

days
th

(https://lpdaac.usgs.gov/dataset_discovery/modis/modis_products_table/mcd43b3 - last time consulted on 22 May,
2018; [40]). The scientific team of MODIS combines both Terra and Aqua satellite observations. More information
on

the

surface

albedo

retrieval

algorithm

implemented

for

MODIS

is

found

here:

https://modis.gsfc.nasa.gov/data/atbd/atbd_mod09.pdf. For the current exercise, we have used the collection 5 of
MODIS

combined

product

(MCD43B3)

together

with

its

quality

flag

(MCD43B2,

https://lpdaac.usgs.gov/dataset_discovery/modis/modis_products_table/mcd43b2). We also consider the SW-BH
product provided in MCD43B3 to be in agreement with MTAL-R. Hence, the SW-BH product from MCD43B3 is
referred to as the MODIS albedo product in the rest of the document. Aspects concerning the preprocessing and the
re-projection of MODIS combined data are discussed in Section 3.3.3. MODIS surface albedo products are
considered only for the year 2012.
3.3.3

Preprocessing of Data for Validation

The intermediate steps that were needed to construct the various albedo products for comparison are explained here.
3.3.3.1

Data Selection based on Quality Information

Ground truth - Data collected at ground stations undergo a filtering process prior to being released. Data that are
contaminated or affected for any reason (e.g., sensor failure) are assigned to missing values. This information is
taken into account in our study and the corresponding time slot is tagged as bad quality.
MODIS - Only those MODIS albedo pixels with corresponding good BRDF quality are kept for our study (i.e.,
BRDF Albedo Quality Flag =0).
SPOT-VGT – Albedo data from SPOT-VGT are filtered out using the quality information within the NMOD flag.
NMOD gives information about the valid number of observations used that were in the process of inversion. The
albedo values are only considered in our study when the corresponding NMOD value is greater than two.
MTAL-R - For the case of MTAL-R, again only good quality data are considered. The error of covariance
considered in the filtering process with the rule: if

is

is greater than 10% of the albedo value, the data are

discarded.
3.3.3.2

Interpolation in Time

Ground truth - While MTAL-R is a 10-daily product, ground stations produce albedo data mostly on a daily basis.
Hence, for the computation of the statistics, only the ground truth data that coincide with a corresponding MTAL-R
date are considered (provided that both albedo values have passed the quality check on this date). The same
procedure applies for satellite albedo data derived from SPOT-VGT.
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Satellite products – The production of MTAL-R are made on the 5th, 15th and 25th of each month. These dates are
used as reference for inter-comparisons with other satellite products. The production of SPOT-VGT albedo data is
very close to the production dates of MTAL-R (on the 3rd, 13th and 24th most of the times, see
land.copernicus.vgt.vito.be/). Hence, for the purpose of validation the closest in time of SPOT-VGT albedo data are
used to compare with MTAL-R. The same rule applies for MODIS with the difference that the closest date to
MTAL-R is not always the same from month to month (as a result of the 8-day production period).
3.3.3.3

Strategy for Constructing Equivalent Spatial Albedo Values

MTAL-R versus ground truth, with indirect comparison with SPOT-VGT - For comparisons with ground
observations, the MTAL-R albedo value of the pixel closest to the ground station is selected. SPOT-VGT has a 1km
x 1km pixel resolution whereas MTAL-R is at the resolution of the native SEVIRI grid (non-regular). Hence, the
SPOT-VGT pixels falling into the area defined by the MTAL-R pixel will be selected. If more than one pixel is
selected for SPOT-VGT, the final SPOT-VGT albedo value is obtained after averaging the values of all the selected
pixels.
MTAL-R versus SPOT-VGT: temporal domain - Another strategy is applied for inter-comparisons between MTAL-R
and SPOT-VGT on the temporal domain. For a given ground station, a 50 km by 50 km box is defined on the SPOTVGT map, where the coordinates of the ground station approximately coincide in the center of the box. The limits of
the box are used to select the equivalent region for the MTAL-R data. Valid albedo values observed from the
selected MTAL-R and SPOT-VGT pixels are averaged to infer one MTAL-R and one SPOT-VGT measurement,
respectively.
MTAL-R versus other satellite products: spatial domain - The inter-comparison in the spatial domain in Section 4.3
suggests another strategy. Because the different satellite products differ in their spatial resolution, it was decided to
re-project both MODIS and SPOT-VGT to match the MSG pixel grid, which varies from the equator (3 km) to high
latitudes (up to 20 km). Because both SPOT-VGT and MODIS albedo products are released in tiles with different
projections, two different methods had to be employed prior to performing the spatial inter-comparison with MTALR:


SPOT-VGT data are observed separately for the continental tiles of Europe, Africa, North-America, SouthAmerica and Asia. Because the MSG-disk comprises Europe, Africa, a big part of South-America and a
small part of Asia and North-America, it was decided to only use the first three continental tiles. After
merging them on a global map they were re-projected onto the MSG-SEVIRI grid. For this exercise only
data from the year 2012 were considered.



MODIS products are released in the form of 10º longitude x 10º latitude tiles in a sinusoidal projection. In a
first step, the tiles are aggregated with the help of the MODIS Reprojection Tool (MRT) to form a global
data file that is later re-sampled onto an equirectangular projection. The resulting global data files in the new
projection are re-projected again onto the MSG-SEVIRI grid. This approach is applied for MODIS data for
the year 2012.
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The spatial inter-comparison applies to a pixel-by-pixel analysis for the entire domain. For each pixel, at each date
the bias between two products is calculated over the period of study (the year 2012 here). The spatial bias matrix
values between satellite products are then appended to form a vector on temporal dimension. This vector is then
averaged and the mean value is displayed on the spatial map. Whenever a missing value occurs the corresponding
date is not considered in the calculation of the mean. Density scatter plots of average albedo values over the year
2012 are also shown and results are discussed.
4

RESULTS

4.1 MTAL-R versus ground truth, indirect comparison with SPOT-VGT
This section examines how MTAL-R compares to SPOT-VGT with respect to ground measurements for the ground
stations listed in Section 3.3.1. Results are reported in Figure 2. Ground measurements are tagged either clear-sky or
cloudy-sky.

a)

b)
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f)

g)

Figure 2: Time series of MTAL-R against ground measurements for a set of ground stations: a) Agoufou,
b) Banizoumbou, c) Evora, d) Gobabeb, e) Niamey, f) Payerne and g) Toravere. SPOT-VGT derived
equivalent albedo measurements are also presented.

The plots in Figure 2 indicate that MTAL-R and SPOT-VGT have a similar behavior, as reflected by the RMSE and
MBE scores. Another observation is that the satellite-based surface albedo products reproduce well the seasonal
variations observed at the stations. It should be noted here that different time periods are observed for MTAL-R and
SPOT/VGT in view of the availability of the ground measurements. For example, only few months of data were
available for Agoufou and Banizoumbou while as Toravere had more than 10 years of data. Discrepancies between
satellite-based albedo and ground measurements are noticeable. These differences can be explained by the limited
coverage of the ground-based observations (between 1m to 10m dependent on the tower height) as compared to the
satellite observations that are representative of a wider spatial region (between 1km to up to 20km). In addition,
local snow episodes lead to potentially high albedo values observed in the ground measurements that are usually not
captured by the satellite products, leading to underestimations. These discrepancies, which were discussed in detail
by Carrer et al. In [25], are often associated to the partial shade of the snow-covered ground by surface elements
(e.g., trees, buildings).
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MTAL-R versus Other Satellite Products
MTAL-R versus SPOT-VGT: Temporal Domain

MTAL-R is compared to its SPOT-VGT counterpart over time. This comparison is performed over 337 AERONET
sites located in Europe, Africa and South America.
In Section 4.2.2 time series of MTAL-R versus SPOT-VGT surface albedo measurements obtained following the
strategy presented in Section 3.3.3 are displayed for a few cases. In Section 4.2.3, the mean surface albedo values
are calculated for all sites, both for MTAL-R and SPOT-VGT, and the comparison over time is given. In Section
4.2.4, the density scatter plot that enables the global comparison of MTAL-R and SPOT-VGT is given. Finally, in
light of the requirements prescribed in Table 2 a pass/fail tag has been associated to all sites whenever available (see
Section 4.2.5).
4.2.2

Time Series

Figure 3 displays time series of MTAL-R versus SPOT-VGT for a selection of AERONET reference sites.

(a)

(b)
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(o)

(p)

Figure 3: Time series of MTAL-R versus SPOT-VGT for a selection of sites, viz: a) Agoufou, b) Ahi de Cara, c)
Armilla, d) IASBS, e) IER_Cinzana, f) Saada, g) Abisko, h) Martova, i) Ispra, j) Baneasa, k) Moldova, l) Minsk,
m) Dhadnah, n) Sao-Paulo, o) Potosi_mine and p) Jamari, for the period between 2004 and 2014.

Figure 3 shows that MTAL-R compares well to SPOT-VGT for the considered sites. Again, the seasonality is well
captured. No break or abnormal trend is noticeable. However, low discrepancies exist potentially due to the
differences of angular sampling between the sensors, which is crucial in the inversion of the BRDF.
4.2.3

Time Series of the Mean Bias for All Sites

In order to draw global conclusions Figure 4 displays the difference between MTAL-R and SPOT-VGT averaged
over all 337 sites between 2004 and 2014. For the calculation of the mean bias, MTAL-R values below 0.15 are
considered. For the calculation of the mean relative bias MTAL-R values greater than 0.15 are considered. These
aspects derive from the definition of the requirements in Table 2.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Time series of the mean bias and mean relative bias of MTAL-R versus SPOT-VGT for all 337
AERONET reference sites located in Africa, Europe and South America, when MTAL-R is a) less than
0.15 and b) greater than 0.15. The green dotted lines in the plot correspond to the product requirement
values. The blue vertical lines represent the standard deviation for each date.

From Figure 4(b), we see that MTAL-R meets the requirements (cf. Table 2) for the case when MTAL-R values are
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greater than 0.15. However, from Figure 4(a), one sees that it barely meets the requirement for the other case when
MTAL-R values lower than 0.15. It shall be noted that the requirement defined in the LSA SAF for MTAL-R in the
later case (albedo < 0.15) may be very strict with a value of 0.02.
4.2.4

Scatter Plot of MTAL-R versus SPOT-VGT

The albedo value pairs (on all 337 sites) between SPOT-VGT and MTAL-R are represented as a density scatter plot
over the period of study (2004-2014) and is shown here as Figure 5.

Figure 5: Density scatter plot of MTAL-R versus SPOT-VGT for all 337 sites during the period 2004 and
2014. Statistical scores are also shown in the figure. For the calculation of the score one considers x-y
or SPOT-VGT – MTAL-R

In overall, MTAL-R albedo values are lower than SPOT-VGT’s with a MBE of -0.012. For albedo values of MTALR less than 0.15, MTAL-R albedo values are smaller than SPOT-VGT with a MBE of -0.022. However, for MTAL-R
albedo values greater than 0.15, MTAL-R albedo values are greater than SPOT-VGT with a relative mean bias error
value of 0.164%. The results are consistent with those in Figure 4.
4.2.5

Pass Rate for the MTAL-R Requirement Thresholds

The position of the AERONET reference sites that are considered for the comparison are shown in Figure 6. This
figure also shows the pass/fail status for MTAL-R by means of the color coding. Figure 6(a) addresses the case
where MTAL-R albedo values are less than 0.15 while Figure 6(b) addresses the case where MTAL-R values are
greater than 0.15. Statistics are summarized in Table 3.
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Table 3 - Pass/fail rate for all sites and for both cases of MTAL-R less than 0.15 and greater than 0.15
Pass

Fail

Total number of stations

MTAL-R<0.15

114 (42.2 %)

156 (57.8%)

270

MTAL-R>0.15

237 (73.4%)

86 (26.6%)

323

Because some sites present only high (resp. low) albedo values greater (resp. lower) than 0.15 they do not contribute
to the case MTAL-R<0.15 (resp. MTAL-R>0.15), these sites are not considered in the statistics shown in Table 3 and
they appear with the tag “No Value” in Figure 6(a) (resp. Figure 6(b)). There are 67 such sites (resp. 14 sites) among
the 337 stations.
Figure 6(a) shows that most sites where MTAL-R data (for MTAL-R<0.15) successfully pass the requirement are
located in Brazil, eastern Europe and southern Africa. For many of the selected European sites, MTAL-R data do not
pass the requirement.
The proportion of “pass” sites is a lot better for the case MTAL-R>0.15 as observed from Table 3. In contrast to the
previous case, the distribution of these sites is rather homogeneous as observed from Figure 6(b).

(a)
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(b)

Figure 6: Position of the AERONET reference sites used in the validation exercise of MTAL-R versus
SPOT-VGT and their pass/fail status with respect to the requirements: (a) MTAL-R < 0.15, (b) MTALR>0.15. Blue is pass and red is fail.

4.3 MTAL-R versus SPOT-VGT and MODIS: Spatial Domain
In this section the comparison between MTAL-R and other satellite products, namely SPOT-VGT and MODIS is
performed over the spatial domain. Information on the preprocessing steps for all three products is detailed in
Section 3.3.3. Figure 7 shows the spatial maps of the mean SW-BH bias observed between various satellite products
for the year 2012.
(a)
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(b)

(c)

Figure 7: Spatial maps of the mean bias observed the year 2012 between the satellite-based product
pairs, a) MODIS and MTAL-R, b) SPOT-VGT and MTAL-R and c) MODIS and SPOT-VGT.

It is clear from Figure 7 that MTAL-R is negatively biased over Europe as compared to MODIS and SPOT-VGT,
whereas it is positively biased over Northern Africa and the Arabic peninsula.
Figure 8 represents the same data in the form of density scatter plots .
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(b)

(c)

Figure 8: Density scatter plots for the inter-comparison of a) MTAL-R versus MODIS, b) MTAL-R
versus SPOT-VGT and c) SPOT-VGT versus MODIS during the period 2012.
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Figure Figure 8 indicates that, for the period of 2012, MTAL-R compares reasonably well against SPOT-VGT and
MODIS. If MODIS (SPOT-VGT) is considered as a valid reference, a MBE of 0.005 (0.015) was observed for
MTAL-R albedo values less than 0.15. A relative mean bias value of -6.173% (1.511%) was observed for MTAL-R
albedo values greater than 0.15. Consequently, MTAL-R meets the requirements of Table 2 in both cases.
5

DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

For the validation of MTAL-R two accuracy indications are prescribed for two classes of albedo values (see Table
2). For MTAL-R values below 0.15 we expect a MBE less than 0.02 with respect to the reference data, while for
MTAL-R values above 0.15, the relative bias error shall be less than 10%. The exercise of validation presented in
Section 4 has compared MTAL-R albedo data with ground measurements as well as other satellite products, viz
MODIS and SPOT-VGT, both with similar spectral characteristics as MTAL-R. The comparison has been done on
both the temporal and spatial dimensions. For the temporal comparison, we have used all the CDR of MTAL-R
albedo data that are currently available (from 2004 to 2014). For the spatial comparison, only the year 2012 was
considered.
A temporal inspection was performed by comparing MTAL-R and SPOT-VGT with ground measurements for seven
stations in Europe and Africa. It is shown that MTAL-R captures well the seasonality of the surface albedo despite
some discrepancies with the ground measurements. There are mostly explained by the difference in size of the area
of observation for ground-based or satellite-based measurements. This is further supported by the fact that MTAL-R
compares well to SPOT-VGT at these stations.
Another temporal inspection was taken over the period 2004 to 2014, by comparing MTAL-R with SPOT-VGT. The
comparison was performed over boxes of 50km x 50km around a large number (337) of stations located in Europe,
Africa and South America that are representative of a large variety of land cover types. Overall, MTAL-R albedo
values tend to be lower than SPOT-VGT albedo values with a MBE of -0.012. This underestimation is observed for
MTAL-R values below the 0.15 threshold, with a MBE of -0.022, while for MTAL-R above 0.15, MTAL-R albedo
values are higher than SPOT-VGT with a relative mean bias error of +0.16%. If we consider SPOT-VGT as the valid
reference, MTAL-R only meets the requirements for albedo values larger than 0.15 and does not meet the
requirement for albedo values lower than 0.15. For albedo values lower than 0.15, we believe that the requirement
may be too restrictive.
A spatial inspection was done by comparing MTAL-R with MODIS and SPOT-VGT. The analysis was performed
for 2012 over the MSG/SEVIRI native grid. Polar orbiting satellite-based products (SPOT-VGT, MODIS) were reprojected over this grid in order to perform a pixel-by-pixel comparison. We found that over this test period, MTALR compares reasonably well against SPOT-VGT for the regions of Europe, Africa and South America of the MSGdisk. Overall, MTAL-R albedo values are lower than SPOT-VGT with a MBE of -0.007. MTAL-R also compares
well with MODIS, however MTAL-R albedo values are higher than MODIS with a MBE of 0.009. When looking
separately at the two requirements, we see that for MTAL-R values below the 0.15 threshold (resp. above 0.15),
MTAL-R albedo values are lower (resp. higher) than MODIS with a MBE (resp. relative MBE) of -0.005 (resp.
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+6.173%). In the comparison against SPOT-VGT, for MTAL-R values less than 0.15 (resp. greater than 0.15),
MTAL-R albedo values are smaller than SPOT-VGT with a MBE (resp. relative MBE) of -0.015 (resp. -1.511%). If
we consider MODIS or SPOT-VGT to hold as reference, MTAL-R meets the requirements of Table 2.
Several reasons could explain the differences of accuracy obtained between the spatial and the temporal analysis. In
the spatial analysis over the MSG/SEVIRI grid, compensation effects between areas with positive and negative
biases could induce a mean bias close to zero. Also, large forest areas (in boreal regions, in the Congo and in the
Amazon) have very low albedo values all along the year. Very few of these dark forest areas were perhaps
represented in the subset of 337 sites. In any case, no temporal break or shift was observed in the albedo time series
over the 337 stations for the 11-year period of the first CDR MTAL-R data set (2004-2014). This CDR data set will
be soon completed with more years.
Overall, the comparison is satisfactory in order to qualify MTAL-R (LSA-150) albedo products with operational
status, as it meets the requirements for almost all conditions, locations and periods of the year. Also, this validation
study shows that this reprocessed CDR surface albedo product is mature enough to be used in modeling studies as
well as for observing any potential trends. This work leads to 14 years of geostationary albedo products based on the
second generation of European geostationary satellites. Today the continuity is ensured with the forthcoming
Meteosat Third Generation (MTG) satellites to be launched in 2021. Consistent production of land surface albedo
data is guaranteed until at least the end of the next decade thanks to EUMETSAT and its member states. Via the
release of satellite products on ECVs, the LSA SAF provides a great opportunity to monitor and identify humaninduced climate change, to analyse climate trend, and to monitor changes of vegetation properties . Finally, the
geostationary LSA SAF products will also be used for the verification of the complementary long term polar albedo
ECV products that will be developed in the framework of the Copernicus Climate Change Service (C3S)
(https://climate.copernicus.eu/).
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